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TITUSTOWN: A COMMUNITY OF
NEGRO HOMES
BY WILLIAM ANTHONY AERY
ROM the crowded, filthy, deadly rookeries of Northern and
F
Southern cities, in which so many Negroes are living ( or
rather dying ), to Titustown, near Norfolk, Virginia, is a far cry.
From exploitation at the hands of grasping landlords and heartless
agents to ownership-bona fide ownership-of houses and land is
the progress which some of the citizens of Titustown have made
within a few years.
Midway between the sandy beach at Ocean View, on the
Southern side of Hampton Roads, and Norfolk, a rapidly growing
Southern metropolis, there has been developed, in the heart of a
rich, farm-trucking region, an attractive Negro community, called
Titustown, in which all the people own their own homes and not a
single renter is found.
In Titustown Negroes have had the opportunity of buying
high-class property at a low price, building comfortable and
attractive individual houses on easy terms, and living happy lives
in a refined and attractive community, with good surroundings
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TITUSTOWN :

M,\IN STJ"\EET

Attractive homes with modern conveniences, at moderate cost
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MOUNT PLEASANT BAPTIST CHURCH
A modern, well-built house of worship. Membership of ]500

for their boys and girls, free from rural inconveniences and city
temptations.
Titustown, unlike most Negro settlements, especially city
settlements, is surrounded by the best Southern white people.
Indeed, the property adjoining the well-developed Titustown tract
of eighty-odd acres represents some of Norfolk's most highly
restricted and most expensive suburban property.
It is common enough to find Negro city sections surrounded
by the poorest grade of white people and besieged with the worst
kind of whites. For this reason the Negroes of Titustown have
reason to be glad that they have had the opportunity of living
near the best class of white people. There is always safety guaranteed to Negroes who live near white people and keep the
respect and good-will of their white neighbors.
It was in 1901 that a committee of ten or a dozen colored men
came to Augustus T. Stroud, a white lawyer of Norfolk, who had
recently graduated from college. They asked that some land
should be bought and re-sold to Negroes for home sites. The
Negroes had heard the summons "Move on" and, unwilling to
leave the country for the city, sought the good offices of a Southern white man whose family had long had a deep interest in the
welfare of Negroes. Against odds which seemed at the time
overwhelming, they were able to secure for themselves and hundreds of other country-bred Negroes, through the initiative, foresight, and sympathy of Mr. Stroud, the opportunity of staying on
the land and owning their own homes.
While white land-developing companies and other corporations were buying large tracts on the outskirts of Norfolk, the
Negroes of Titustown were quietly left alone to build homes and

TIT USTOW N PUBLIC SCHOOL
Built by Norfolk County at a cost of $8000

buy property where many of them had been born and raised.
The move which the Negroes actually made, when the large corporations were buying· land, was from an old civic center, with
its small school, poor church, and bleak lodge hall, for Titustown,
a short distance away. Here a group of thrifty, law-abiding,
ambitious Negroes developed a community of homes in which the
school, the church, and the lodge hall sprang up again and far
excelled the old ( and now abandoned ) centers of social life.
The story of Titustown shows clearly the relation of a dominant personality to civic as well as home improvement- Ever
since 1901 the Negroes of Titustown have looked upon Mr.
Stroud as a warm-hearted friend and advisor, one to whom they

TITUSTOWN LODGE HALL
Several fraternal orders use this substantial lodge hall.

A HOUSE W ORTH OW NING
Good citizens come from clean and comfortable homes.

could go and receive within reason anything that they wished.
As a result of this strong personal relation between the founder
of Titustown and the Negro home owners, there has developed
an excellent spirit of good feeling and pride in the community's
progress.
Men who, in the beginning, had very crude ideas of what a
home should be, have gradually been led out into a finer conception of what a home can be made through persistent thrift and
constant effort to improve the physical condition of the house, the
yard, and the fences. In many instances the "box house" has
been by degrees transformed into an attractive structure with a

HOUSE FOil A MARRIED COUPLE
A four-room Titustown house, made attractive with careful planting.
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SMALL FAMILY HOUSE
One of many houses owned by thrifty, law-abiding citizens
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good roof, a wide porch, and a cool kitchen. The bare, unattractive front and back yards now have well-trimmed hedges, flower
beds, and carefully kept lawns.
Instead of emphasizing the idea of restriction and fostering
a negative attitude toward community life, Mr. Stroud has
encouraged men to imitate each other in matters of home improvement-painting, whitewashing, fence building, tree and flower
planting. Men and women in Titustown have had the opportunity of discovering for themselves how much more attractive
they could make their homes within as well as without.
The development of a sound spirit of community pride
explains, in a large measure at least, the present-day attractiveness

MAl<ING A HOME IN TITUSTOWN
This house is being steadily improved.

This is the T'i tustow n s pi ri t,

TITUSTOWN STORES ,
Meats, groceries, feed, medicines, candies. and ice cream are sold.

of Titustown as compared with other Negro settlements and
points the way to civic advancement, without which no class or
race of people can long succeed.
At Titustown it is possible for a colored man to build an
attractive and comfortable detached house, on a lot thirty-five by
one hundred and ten feet, for five hundred dollars. For fifteen
hundred dollars he can build and own a house of seven rooms.
He is favored also in having a vacant lot left between his house
and that of his neighbor. Every family has its full quota of air
space. The children are not compelled to play in the streets and
roadways.

GENERAL STORE AND POOLROOM
Recreation may be enjoyed under good social conditions.
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The Titustown home owners are justly proud of their community. Instead of people breaking up the fences and defacing
property, they are constantly making repairs and improvements.
So well known has Titustown become throughout the Norfolk
district that some unscrupulous black men have tried to take
advantage of their own people and white folks as well by posing
as Titustown citizens.
Titustown streets are straight, well-graded, and bordered
with trees, shrubs, and plants. To the people the rural free
delivery brings the news of the outside world. It is said, on good
authority, too, that every Negro in Titustown gets and reads a
daily paper. Some Negroes buy and read two daily papers. To
millions of black folks, even now, this would seem ultra modern.
To some it may seem strange and even dangerous that Negroes
should be so "up and coming," but the truth is that in proportion
as Negroes get knowledge based on experience and have their
wants increased, they settle down to habits of thrift and industry. This is what has happened to the Negroes of Titustown.
They have enjoyed rare opportunities. They have had plenty of
work to do-work on the rich trucking lands, in the U. S. Navy
Yard at Portsmouth, on the great coal piers at Sewell's and Lambert's Point, and on the estates of wealthy Norfolk business and
professional men. They have also received good wages.
Mr. Stroud has stimulated hundreds of Negroes to buy their
homes instead of paying high rents for inferior quarters. He has
encouraged them to put more into their homes and the securing
of home comforts and less into show and low-grade recreation.
The church at' Titustown= tho Mount Pleasant Baptist
Church-is a fine structure.' It was recently built at a cost, of
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HOME NEAR A SCHOOL
'I'ituetown has a good school in the midst of its homes.
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TITUSTOW N PARK
Two acres of pine Jand have been reserved for a pub1ic park.

$12,000 and has a membership of 1500 persons. For long, long
distances colored people come to attend this church and discuss
problems of lively civic interest.
How much an attractive church means to a Negro community
few white people can fully understand. It is to the church, and
especially to the colored preacher, that the South must continue
to look for the sowing of important ideas in moral training, industrial education, health improvement, home owning, and character
building. A church, in order to get and hold the people, must
first be physically attractive. Then with strong leadership in the
pulpit there comes the complete fulfilment of the church's work :
the re-awakening of man's powers and the re-dedicating of man's
!if e to the idea of service.
In far too many communities the church-the physical
church-so far overshadows the school and so far outstrips it in
popular favor and support that the preacher is the teacher's
enemy instead of friend and co-worker.
In Titustown the church is strong and very attractive, but
the school is also strong and 'fully as substantial, if less outwardly
attractive. The county school board spent $8000 on the Titustown school, which is a brick, four-room building so constructed
that another story may easily be added. Some 250 children are
enrolled and the average attendance is very satisfactory. The
children in the Titustown school have good teachers and a term
of seven months. They are clean, happy, and alert. They are
physically well set up and show the good results of careful hometraining. The Titustown mothers find it possible to remain at
home and care for their children instead of eking out a meagre
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living over the washtub. The school equipment is good and is
being steadily improved. The county manual training teacher
has been able to make, with the assistance of the boys, some useful articles of school furniture. The school playground of three
quarters of an acre is kept clear of weeds and trash. It is indeed
a blessing and an opportunity. A plot of two acres has been
reserved for a public park. It is important that in any scheme
for community building some provision should be made for recreational activities. One of the crying needs of Negro country life
is healthful recreation.
In the life of the Negro the secret society plays an important
role. It has been freely derided and criticised. It has attracted
thousands upon thousands of members. It has collected, distributed, and often wasted, thousands of dollars. Nevertheless, the
Negro secret society has always aligned itself with movements
tending to improve civic and moral conditions. Today the Negro
secret society is a strong factor in every Negro settlement and,
next to the church, it is the great force for good or ill. At Titustown there has been built a substantial lodge hall which is used
jointly by several fraternal orders. The building, with the addition of some porches, and the grounds, with a little careful planting, may be made as attractive as they are now useful in the
life of the Titustown Negro homeowners.
Titustown is fortunate in having good transit facilities to
Norfolk, Newport News, and Old Point. It lies within easy
walking distance of two trolley lines. It is also within the fivecent zone of Norfolk and enjoys good trolley service-a seven
and a half minute schedule from six to nine o'clock in the morning
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OLD CIVIC CENTER
'I'itustown has replaced the old community school, church, and lodge hall,
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HOME OF THE FOUNDER
Built near Titustown by Hampton Institute students

and from five to seven in the evening; for the rest of the day
the cars run every fifteen minutes. To people who have to work
away from their home community this rapid transit arrangement
is most convenient.
Titustown has the added advantage of having clean, wellfurnished stores where its people may buy staple goods for the
home at reasonable prices. Titustown has.' adjoining its general
store, a poolroom which is equipped with five tables of standard make and electric lights. Here young boys and men who
wish to play a friendly game of pool miy do so without being
subjected to flaunting and subtle temptations. Drinking, swearing, and gambling are strictly prohibited. The results have
justified the wise provision made for this form of evening
recreation.
Titustown by day is very quite. Men are away at work and
women are busy with their housekeeping duties. The children
go the school and the loafer has no place in the community life.
Major Robert R. Moton of Hampton Institute. who is the
president of the Negro Organization Society of Virginia, like
other able Negro leaders, emphasizes the value of better homes
for the masses of colored people.
" Many successful Negroes, especially in the country districts, " say~ Major Moton, "have neglected the most essential
element in their development. Many of them have good farms,
and good horses, but live in miserable shacks with wife and children and strangers all togother. This condition must be changed
if Negroes are to get the highest benefits of American
civilization."
What the Negroes of Titustown have done so quietly and so
effectively, with the sympathetic cooperation of Mr. Stroud

through a long period, can and should be repeated, with necessary
modifications, of course, wherever there are large numbers
of Negroes who should have better housing. The adventure in
Negro community building at Titustown, making the homeowner
the core of interest, should be more widely known, especially
among Negroes who are now so discouraged over the segregation
movement-North as well as South. Titustown is going forward.
It is not resting on its reputation for success. A Hampton graduate, James E. Scott, will contribute his share to make Titustown
demonstrate, even more clearly than it has done, what the Negro
can do for himself after he has been given encouragement and a
fair chance by his- more fortunate white neighbor.

THE TRAGEDY OF NEGRO
RURAL LIFE
AN EDITORIAL
COMMON, heart-rending tragedy has come to thousands of
A
Negro country homes-homes that are so humble, so far
from the turmoil of city life, and so unpicturesque that they are
not commonly seen or described.
The story of that common tragedy is simple and dramatic.
A fine-looking, well-built, promising Negro boy or girl, full of life
and unprepared to meet the demands of rural !if e as a farmer or
homemaker, restless and ignorant of the common laws of health,
goes to the city or the town to seek work or adventure. Money
is scarce or entirely wanting. Temptations crowd in hard and
fast. Physical energy is burned up in vain pleasure-seeking or
taxing work. The simple teachings of mother and father are put
aside or forgotten. Life is spent on a low plane. Meals are
irregular. Rest is broken. Living conditions are dangerous alike
to morals and health.
Negroes in cities and towns live-indeed the majority are
compelled to live, on account of economic pressure-in poorly
ventilated, dirty, "lung" quarters. Vitality is lowered. Diseases make successful attacks. Regular work stops. Poverty
and vice eat up the remaining vitality, and the end draws near.
The return to anxious parents is made in broken health-or in a
coffin!
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"My boy was so strong and so well before he went_ away.
Now he is all broken down. '' '' My daughter has never been
well since she came home. " "I never heard from John. He
must be dead. '' These are some of the sad words that come all
too often from the lips of hard-working, Negro, country parents.
Behind the sickness and death, which overtake country-bred
Negroes who make such sorry trial of city life, is the evil of bad
housing. Until Negroes in cities and towns can have the opportunity of living, if they will, in clean, airy, sanitary quarters,
this tragedy will be needlessly repeated.
Can this tragedy be made less common ? Where is there a
ray of hope ? Has experience any lesson to teach ?
To say that one city or town, section or state, is worse than
another, so far as the housing of Negroes is concerned, is much
less important than to know what needs to be done and what can
be done to bring about better living conditions.
The simple story of Titustown, which is near Norfolk, merely
outlines a successful venture in Negro home planning and community building. Here is one solution of a difficult problem
which involves the issue of life and death, not only for the Negro,
but also for his white neighbor. Two facts are clear: the Negro
is in the South to stay; and the best Southerners prefer to have
the Negro among them rather than any immigrant.

